
Programme Notes.

Call Up the Men is a work of Sound Art, exploring the historical use of bugles to give orders to soldiers. 
Over the years the men playing and obeying these bugle calls have set words to them, to help the buglers 
learn to play the calls and the troops to recognise and respond to them.

In this artwork we hear the bugle calls sounding from the bugle on the plinth. The instrument has been 
kindly donated to the project by the British Army’s Buglers’ Association; it is a genuine field veteran!

We hear the same calls from the plinth on which the bugle stands, only this time they’re being sung, with 
words soldiers have learned, to play or obey the calls through the centuries, in camp and in battle. 

The words have been assembled together with the Buglers’ Association and are those genuinely used by 
the most recent generation of Army Buglers.

Each bugle call from the instrument is echoed by the sung version, showing us both meaning and character, 
in the instrument and the words. Some simply show us their meaning and purpose (such as ‘No More Pa-
rades’); others, such as the Sick Parade call demonstrate the British squaddie’s legendary sense of humour: 
dark, dry and full of warmth. Some calls, such as Orderly Sergeants, do neither of these things directly but 
still demonstrate the Army’s commitment to stoic perseverance and cheerful persistence. 

Please note that the words used are authentic, and as such represent the vocabulary of the British soldier. 
The vocal renditions contain some mild swear words, but nothing the BBC couldn’t transmit.

Our sequence of calls follows a hypothetical day in camp. Each call is preceded by a spoken announcement 
of its name, the first time it appears, ie Cookhouse is announced when it first sounds, but not in subsequent 
soundings.
 
Calls are arranged in four clusters, as follows:

CLUSTER 1 – morning calls.
Reveille, aka Charlie Reveille
First Cookhouse – call to meal.
Second Cookhouse – second call to meal.
Sick Parade.

CLUSTER 2 –mid-morning/lunchtime calls:
Orderly Sergeants – change of guard duty.
Quarter Hours Call – warning of imminent requirement of troops on parade.
Fall-in – Troops assemble for drill or (historically) battle.
Mail Call – troops receive personal mail.
First Cookhouse. 
Second Cookhouse.
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CLUSTER 3 – afternoon training drills. 
These calls are repeated several times to represent their continuous sounding, in a live scenario:
General Alarm call
Fire Alarm call
General Alarm call
Fire Alarm call
General Alarm call
Fire Alarm call.

CLUSTER 4 – late afternoon/evening:
No More Parades – main work of the day is done.
Orderly Sergeants – guard changes and all prepare for dinner.
Quarter Hours call – 15 minute warning for dinner.
First Cookhouse.
Second Cookhouse.
Sergeants Mess Dinner call.
Officers’ Mess Dinner call.
Last Post (included as a fitting conclusion of work focussing on what the Army does; reproduced here even 
though it doesn’t have a recognised lyric to accompany it.). 
The Last Post is followed by two minutes’ silence, after which we return to the first cluster and Reveille, as 
the piece loops round and continues to play.

Credits:

Call Up The Men has been made with contributions from the following individuals and organisations, with-
out whom it would not have been possible. My huge and heartfelt thanks to everyone who has helped, 
including...

Durham Art Gallery/Durham Light Infantry Museum, project investment and support.
Alan Tamblyn, for bugle performance, content research and partnership through development.
Craig Rosser, bugle performance and advice re purposes and likely times of the various calls used.
John Henry, the Buglers’ Association, providing the correct and historical bugle for use in the work.
Liam Robinson, folk singer, vocal performance.
Mark Hudson (Hi-Q Sound), Audio hardware Engineer.
Gaz Bailey, Sound Engineer.
Rory Hunter, Sound Engineer.
Kate Peel, emerging radio producer.
Zara Healy and the University of Lincoln.
Morris Mulligan and Brickbeat Studios Lincoln.
Chris Lawton, Durham Light Infantry.
Colin Dean, Archivist, Museum of the Corps of Army Music.

Thank you all.
A Slavin


